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PMCM News Autumn 2021

Greetings Everyone,

Just a little review on where things are these days.

If you happened to see my recent ElsonHaasMD.com newsletter, I started with
the line, “It’s a very challenging time to be a family doctor.” Many of my patients
have had Covid shots, done well, and feel protected and more comfortable
going out into the world (and getting into events and parties). Others have had
reactions and are worried about future issues. Furthermore, many patients are
fearful and do not want any shots. What’s a caring doctor, who wants to support
his or her patients, to do?

I have said for many months, “I have more than 100 hours engaged with
reading and listening to many aspects of Covid and vaccines, and I still don’t
know what’s true.” Yet, I do realize that this is all one giant worldwide
experiment (and we are learning daily). Of course, with any worthy scientific
experiment, there should be a control group who has not done anything, or
what the others have done and the unvaccinated will be that control group. We
won’t know the outcomes of this global health experiment for many years.

There is ever increasing pressure to get vaccinated as demonstrated by the
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There is ever increasing pressure to get vaccinated as demonstrated by the
recent vaccine mandates, but is that the final answer? Expect more boosters,
yearly shots like the flu, and what else? Robert Malone, the scientist who
helped develop the mRNA technology, suggested in a recent interview that we
cannot vaccinate a cure for a pandemic; we need to find other solutions, like
medicines that work. I personally believe that although the vaccines for Covid
are very helpful, they are not the answer to this pandemic, with continued
illness and hospitalizations that includes those vaccinated, although more
common in those without shots. As I started, it’s still confusing. Let’s see how
this plays out this coming year.

My message to everyone is my long-time medical guidance, “Take care of your
body and support it with good food and all the needed nutrients, exercise
regularly, get quality sleep, manage your stress and keep a healthy attitude
toward life—as healthy bodies don’t easily get sick or if we are exposed, illness
is mild and recovery is quick, especially if we use natural remedies and
medicines as needed.

I wish us all good health during the months ahead.

Dr. Elson Haas

Autumn Tips 



With the upcoming Autumn Equinox on Sept. 22nd, we will welcome the new
season with all of its gifts and challenges. This is harvest time and hopefully we
have the opportunity to enjoy Nature’s bounty. On the other hand, as the days
start to get shorter and we enter the darker half of the year, many people
experience health issues, both physical and emotional, with concerns over
Covid creating added pressure. 

It’s more important than ever to take good care of ourselves so here are my tips
for Staying Healthy in Autumn.

Upcoming online Classes with Dr. Haas

Don't Wait Lose Weight
Free Class on Sept. 18th

Being overweight has been a growing health problem for a number of years for
society as a whole, from young children to the elderly, and the last 18 months of
pandemic stress and restrictions have only made the situation worse in many
cases. Have you put on a few unwanted pounds? 

Join Dr. Haas for this free online class where he’ll share what he’s learned from
more than 40 years of working with patients (and himself) on managing weight.

SPACE IS LIMITED
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Learn more and sign up 

Weight Release - Healing our Relationship to Food  

4-week Course Oct 2nd – 30th  

The lifestyle habits that contribute to excess weight have normally developed
over many years and in some cases derive from our childhood and family
eating patterns -- so there’s no quick fix, as many “diet” experts and
advertisements would have us believe. There’s also no “one-size-fits-all’
approach that works.

Why do we make the (often poor) food choices that we do?

How can we address the deeper psycho-emotional factors in weight gain?

Learn how to create an individualized lifestyle plan that includes long-term
weight management. 

During this course I am excited to be joined by associate teachers Janara Iman,
nutritionist at PMCM, and Tara West, hypnotherapist.

Learn more here
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Learn more here
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